
NeuroVoice is a Tiny AI chip for voice processing. It 
performs intelligent voice extraction and voice 
command detection and processing for the next 
generation of smartphones, earbuds, hearing aids, 
microphones, smart speakers, and intercoms.

POLYN’s NeuroVoice chip solves the problem
of communication in a noisy environment
by applying a technique that differs from noise 
cancellation. Active noise cancellation (ANC), even in 
high-end devices, is helpless against irregular noises 
like animal sounds, babies crying, and sirens. 
Electronic filters are configured to cut off a specific 
stationary noise spectrum in the audio signal.

AI can be very helpful in these cases, but currently available digital AI sound processing solutions are 
power hungry. Moreover, the real-time operation needed for sound processing requires ultra-low latency 
beyond the capabilities of digital solutions. Smart electronics manufacturers are trying to adopt AI to 
solve the noise problem, but because of the power and size constraints, this specific AI application could 
run only in the cloud on high-capacity servers.

The problem is particularly acute for hearing aids, where intelligent voice processing has remained 
unsolved for the past few decades. The ideal solution should not only adapt the device to ambient noise, 
like the human brain does, but also work 24-48 hours on one battery charge.

But if the noise is non-stationary, it is impossible 
to apply those filters in advance, and also, 
sometimes the noise is too close to speech, for 
example, a baby crying. If a voice from a network 
is mixed with noise, ANC can’t be applied.   
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
� Signal frequency: 16KHz

� Power consumption: around 100µW

� Neural Network: customizable

PRODUCT BRIEF



The sound of the human voice has a distinctive waveform that the neural network can recognize among 
other sounds. When a raw analog signal, including a human voice, enters the NeuroVoice-enabled device,
the neural network processes the signal, and extracts the human voice only, ignoring all unnecessary 
background noise. NeuroVoice processes a signal from environment as well as from a network
(BLE, Wi-Fi, etc.). It supports a transparent (during silence) and an active voice mode. NeuroVoice enables
a new generation of solutions in the market of hearing assistance.   
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VOICE EXTRACTION IN NEUROVOICE 

Voice extraction for smartphones and earbuds.
A smartphone with the NeuroVoice chip inside 
receives and sends a clear voice signal, from and 
in noisy places.

Voice extraction for hearing aids. Hearing aids 
with the NeuroVoice chip inside adapt
to the ambient sound, and deliver only the voice 
to the ear. There is no need for external 
applications and smartphone pairings
in a restaurant or cinema. Ultra-low power 
consumption ensures extended battery life.
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Voice extraction for gamer headphones. Gamer 
headphones with the NeuroVoice chip inside 
enable passing the important voice through 
noise cancellation subsystems. All co-workers 
and family members will be grateful for this 
feature. 

Voice extraction for intercom devices. Intercoms 
with the NeuroVoice inside ensure clear 
communication, without howling and other 
noises, in critical situations for pilots, firefighters, 
law enforcement, and the military.



NeuroVoice can combine both Voice Activity 
Detection (VAD) and Wake Word Detection 
(WWD) in one always-on module, working with 
ultra-low power consumption. It detects the 
human voice and the specific wake word, to 
wake up the keyword spotting module and, if 
needed, the whole system. In addition, 
NeuroVoice supports keyword spotting (KWS) 
and solution customization according to the 
product requirnemtns, with special voice/sound 
functionality. 
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ADDITIONAL VOICE 
PROCESSING FEATURES

NASP NeuroVoice voice features can be usedin 
final products in different combinations, 
depending on the specific uses and product 
requirements. The solution enables the 
combination of “VAD+WWD+KWS”, to ensure an 
energy-efficient product, with a wake word 
feature that works in an “always-on” mode,
and initiates KWS only when required. 

Another option is to combine “VAD+VE” to build a 
hearing aid device, extracting voice only when it 
is nearby, and passing through ambient sounds 
when there is silence. It is extremely important 
for hearing-impaired people.

VOICE FEATURE 
INTEGRATION OPTIONS
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• Available as a chiplet or an IP block 
  for a 40-65 nm process;

• A digital model (DMVP) is available;

• Area sizes are for the chiplet option
  (IP block sizes will be smaller).

NEUROVOICE
PRODUCT FAMILY Voice Activity 

Detection
(VAD)
2x2 mm

Voice Extraction 
(VE)
3x3 mm

Wake Word 
Detection (WWD)

Fix version 1.5x1.5 mm

Key Word Spotting
(KWS)
3x3 mm
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Product Name                                  Product description 

NV101 Voice Activity Detection + Voice Extraction

ORDERING OPTIONS

NV100      Voice Activity Detection only

Note: other options are available upon request, including the customization options for system voice 
control and management. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Features                                    VAD VE WWD KWS

Effective power 30 (100%) 90 (60%) 30 (60%) 10 (5%)

Power consumption, µW       150 50 20030

Die size, mm x mm 2 x 2 3 x 3 1.5 x 1.5 3 x 3

Output GPIO PCM (16 kHz) GPIO SPI/I2C

Input PCM (16 kHz) PCM (16 kHz) PCM (16 kHz) PCM (16 kHz)


